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The latest issue of Studies in the History of Gardens & Designed Landscapes is now available online. This new issue contains the following articles:

Original Articles

From landscape of gods to landscape of man: Imperial altars in Beijing
Lei Gao & Jan Woudstra

Civic and other public planting in ancient Greece
Patrick Bowe

Directed Landscapes: History and Theater in Contemporary Landscape Architecture
L. Tyler Swanson

Cultivating modernity, history, and nature
Paul Kelsch

Galera, Navicella, Barcaccia? Bernini’s fountain in Piazza di Spagna revisited
Anatole Tchikine

Palace gardens in Istanbul: the example of Dolmabahçe
Yildiz Aksoy

One hundred years of gardening for public service: the horticultural heritage of the Swedish State Railways
Charlotte LagerBerg FogelBerg & Fredrik FogelBerg

Some terms for the transposition of gardens between countries
David Leatherbarrow, John Dixon Hunt & Laurie Olin
Miscellany

Call for Papers

Editorial Board

Read this issue at
http://www.tandfonline.com/tgah
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